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DRAAD MAGAZINE
Why
I am not much of a flytier myself. Don’t get me wrong, I can tie
a decent enough fly for normal use, but I often find, or maybe I
should say found, myself without inspiration. Personally I need at
least an upcoming fishing trip to make me go and sit down in front
of my tying bench. That all changed however when I decided to
follow some inspiring flytiers on social media. Flytiers with different backgrounds, different motivations and often a different approach when it comes to tying flies.
Get inspired
The idea behind DRAAD magazine is to inspire you with amazing
flies. From works of art – that probably never get wetted – to the
finest, most effective and targeted fishing flies.
Content
We like to think that creativity evokes creativity and, as we all
know, images inspire so much more than words. That is why this
magazine is built on a concept of 80% images and 20% text.
Be inspired and inspire others, and let us know how you feel.
DRAAD magazine is part of a platform where flytiers can showcase their work.

Peter Sikking
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Fabien Moulin

Svend Diesel

Luca Barosselli

Dr Henk Verhaar

Peter Sikking

fly tying editor

fly tying editor

fly tying editor
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Guests for this issue of DRAAD magazine are:
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From Russia: Evgenii Borovin
Austria: Heinz Zöldi
USA: Peter Butler
Germany: Christian Trilken
Canada: Christopher Krysciak
The Netherlands: André Miegies
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Chris Krysciak
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Chris Krysciak manages Drift Outfitters & Fly Shop in Toronto, Canada. He also
serves as their in-house fly tier and casting instructor. Chris has been tying for
about 14 years now and still loves the constant learning opportunities it provides,
as well as the endless creative possibilities available. You can see more of his flies
on Instagram and on Drift Outfitters’ Youtube channel.

Christopher Krysciak

Fabien Moulin

My name is Fabien Moulin and I am
originally from Switzerland.
I have lived in Norway for the last 11 years.

My passions are fly fishing and fly tying.
I have won Gold, Silver, and Bronze Awards in
the Fly Dressers Guild; I also participated in international fly tying contests and ended on the
podium three times.

Fabien Moulin

My priorities in fly tying are mastering techniques, history, materials; and of course fishing
with my own flies…
I sleep, breathe and think fly tying.
Fly tying is fantastic

Fabien Moulin

ART GALLERY
Christian Trilken
Chris discovered fishing at the age of six. With the passing of the years he more and more got interested in fly fishing and
fly tying; finally about ten years ago he decided to pick up both.
Christian
Although from the beginning fascinated by beautiful, and above all, deftly tied flies, I started, as many of us do, with tying
standard patterns. But the fascination stayed.
Little by little I got into semi-realistic tying. I learnt primarily by the well-known process of ‘trial and error’.
I don't have a special area. I am more of an all-rounder who tries to tie everything. As neat as possible of course :)

I have been active on Instagram for about a year and I am part of the Gulff fly fishing brand as a pro team fly tier.
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Christian Trilken

Christian Trilken

Erik is a husband and a father of 3. Although relatively new to fly fishing and fly
tying, he quickly developed a passion for
both and became instantly addicted. His
family and friends grew tired of seeing and
hearing about his new obsession so the
“Svenddiesel” Instagram account was created, using his high school nickname.

“I don’t know why, but fly tying just makes sense
to me. For me, it’s a way to unwind from my daily routines, and an activity wherein I can make a
start-to-finish product in a matter of minutes; or
sometimes a few hours.”

Svend Diesel

Erik has pushed himself with fly challenges, put
himself a goal of tying a different fly every day
for several years, and is always on the lookout
for new materials to try and fool the pickiest of
fish. He is known on social media as someone
who has fun with tying and the sport as a whole,
but also loves to fish.

“I don’t get out to fish as much as I would like – with a young family
it’s hard to justify the time – but I can almost always sit down and tie a
fly – or a dozen – before I go to bed.”

Hook: Ahrex HR410 Size 2
Thread: Semperfli Nano Silk 12/0 white
Tail/Body: Chevron Pheasabou Kingfisher blue
Body Flash: Rainbow tinsel medium
Wire: Semperfli .2 mm gold
Hackle: Hebert Miner dun and Whiting Farms CDL hen pink
Eyes: Jungle cock
Head cement: Solarez Bone Dry

Svend Diesel

KNOW HOW
Local knowledge

‘Know-how’ is a recurring item wherein experience with a specific fly, or experience on a specific stretch of river or lake, or a
combination thereof, is shared with the reader.
A TRUE STORY
At first sight, this is a fairly uninteresting stretch of river. Seen from up here, a good 40 meters from the river bank, this stretch
seems no different than a hundred meters further up or downstream. Maybe a bit more more densely wooded compared to
the other stretches and that always makes me curious.
I struggle through the afforestation and once I reach the river I am somewhat disappointed. I look at the stretch in front of me
and notice that it gets quite deep fast. The strong current and the fairly high bank – in addition to the high vegetation - make
this part almost inaccessible for fishing. A piece of river that many fly anglers will quickly pass by in search of a more interesting, or at least easier to approach part.
I sit down on the bank for a while, and I see, with my polarization glasses off, a few small black fluffy insects fluttering above
the water. The few quickly increase in number and after a few minutes it is swarming with the tiny buggers, less than two meters from the bank. And as if on schedule, a few seconds later fish starts rising.
DINNER IS SERVED
I quickly tie on a black gnat in a size 16 and after a few awkward side casts I'm in. Long story short, it is an exercise in futility. I
don't catch anything. Switching to sizes 18 or 20, doesn’t improve things, nor does a black Klinkhamer. All the while, the water
is simply bursting with black flies and rising fish.
From where I stand, It looks like fish are rising to my fly but after a while I have to admit to myself that they are not targeting my flies, but rather something just below my offerings. As dinner is apparently served just below the surface I switch to
nymphing, and after trying various smallish nymphs, I catch a very strong and remarkably big grayling. And another, and another…
GLOMMA RIVER (Kvennan stretch)
I was fortunate enough that I could stay in this area for almost four months. This allowed me to map this stretch of river quite
thoroughly. I translated the knowledge thus acquired into an average with regard to best time (both year and clock) and the
most effective fly.
The best times - for the small black flies - are June and July, between 14.00 and 17.00 hour – which is when they keep coming.
If you take some coffee breaks, you can keep catching grayling for almost three hours. In August the best times are from 16.00
until 19.00. The hatches are less dense, but still there. In September you best fish during warmer afternoons. The hatches
are much shorter and differ in quality every day and other insects take their place. Small Klinkhamers (size 18) in black can be
great in September.
Peter Sikking

Material:
Hook: Tiemco 2488 size 20
Thread: spiderwire
Body: peacock herl (natural)
Rib: copper wire
Thorax: olive and grey/black hare’s ear
Legs: Hungarian partridge

Luca Barosselli

I have been fishing from a young age, and I’ve fished
using many different techniques and approaches
but it wasn’t until 2010 that I discovered fly fishing,
and I fell in love with it. It quickly became my only
passion. The following year, with the help of friends,
I progressed to tying my first flies: both classics and
moderns.

Ever since, with the help and support of noted tiers from Italy and Europe, I’ve strived to improve myself,
refining my tying techniques and employing all the tips I could get. I totally immersed myself in this new
magic world, with a lot of blood, sweat and tears, focusing mostly on the Italian style, of which Francesco
Palù was a pioneer.

Luca Barosselli

May fly nymph
Hook: Dohiku p #10
Tail: ostrich
Body: fly box Eggstasy and Gulff superglue
Thorax: loop partridge, Swiss CDC artic fur naples ochre and brown
Wing bag: Swiss cdc dk brown
Legs: partridge
Thread: Textreme power thread

Hopper variant
(inspired by Fabio Federighi)
Hook: Dohiku 302 #6
Body: extended foam with Gulff minuteman, paint whit promarker
Legs: rubber
Underwing: SWISS CDC chamois, crystal flash red
Wing: pheasant
Thorax: SWISS CDC artic fur
Antenna: Coq de Leon
Eyes: Gulff black magic
Thread: Textreme power thread

Luca Barosselli

PASS ME THE SALT
Peter Butler

My dad taught me to fly fish for trout when I was 8 years old and it wasn’t long after that I first tried my hand at fly tying. My dad had a
small tying kit he used mostly for saltwater flies that he would fish in the surf around the San Francisco Bay Area. Imagine lots of bucktail
and size 1/0 hooks! He loaned it to me and I cobbled together a couple smaller caddisflies that even stocked trout would laugh at. With
my dad only tying saltwater flies and the internet as the amazing resource for tyers it is today still some years ahead, I learned by copying
recipes from library books. However, since I'm more of a visual learner I got frustrated quickly. I don't remember whether I gave the fly
tying kit back or if my dad took it, but I only lasted a few months as a tyer! And that was that. Next thing you know, 25 years have passed.
During most of those years, I focused on school and career, but some time ago I rediscovered fly fishing, in a big way. I hadn’t touched a
rod in most of that time, hadn’t invested in equipment or acquired new knowledge, and I definitely hadn’t touched a vise! Despite the
distraction of life, the muscle memory was alive and well, and my casting stroke came back quickly. At this time, I lived in San Francisco and worked in a high rise, commuted on a bus, and spent most of my time behind a screen. With the nearest good trout water a few
hours away, fly fishing trips were few and far between. Tying became my bridge to the activity I loved and I quickly found tying as meditative as the act of fly fishing itself.
Now I can’t get away from tying. It’s my escape, my hobby, my passion, and the hair and feathers follow me everywhere. My wife and I
decided to pursue a life change in 2020 by leaving our home in California. Though we’re on our way to Washington state, I’m writing this
from a small apartment in Whitefish, Montana, surrounded by patches of hide and quills of feathers. I appreciate the art of tying and
incorporating a variety of styles, techniques, and materials. I’ll occasionally tie flies meant to be appreciated rather than fished, however,
there’s not much I enjoy more than filling boxes with bugs I imagine myself casting. Having said that, I’m close to filling a new box with
small winter mayfly dries and nymphs so it’s time to get back to my vise. Tight lines!
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Badda-bling Caddis
Partridge K5AS heavy caddis/egg hook size 8 (large
for October Caddis!)
Orange McFlylon tail (or white colored with orange
marker)
Nature’s Spirit brown duck biot back
Ribbing: Hot orange UTC wire, small
Thorax: Rabbit zonker in a dubbing loop
Head: Nature’s Spirit brown pheasant pulled over
the rabbit and a Hareline orange Gritty Bead
Antennae: lemon wood duck

Partridge size 12 Ideal Jig SUJ hook
UTC red medium wire
UTC black medium wire
Nature’s Spirit brown pheasant tail
Arizona simi-seal blood leech
Semperfli 12/0 black nano-silk
Firehole Outdoors Midnight red slotted tungsten bead

Hook: size 14 TMC 2487
Tail/shuck: brown McFlylon
Body: Polish Quill stripped peacock quill
in ginger and Gulff Classic UV resin
Emerging wing: Whiting Farms blue dun
rooster hackle on Cortland Line 4x nylon
tippet, Nature’s Spirit tan CDC in a dubbing loop
Hard as Hull head cement
Semperfli 12/0 copper nano-silk

Peter Butler

FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE
Evgenii Borovin

Evgenii Borovin spent most of his early childhood summers fishing with his grandfather the ‘old-fashioned’ way; with a rod and a float.
It was only four years ago that Evengii discovered fly fishing.
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Evgenii Borovin
I remember working high up in the arctic, north of the Arctic Circle, spending most evenings flipping through the various Instagram feeds,
when I accidentally stumbled upon this type of fishing, which, incidentally, is not very common in Russia. I didn't have enough money at
that time, so I bought a simple Indian vice and ditto fly fishing set to start out with.
Following these first steps as a fly angler I quickly became interested in fly tying as a stand-alone activity, and the different tying techniques. To satisfy my thirst for knowledge, I started following several fly tiers on YouTube, as well as reading books and magazines. This in
time led to buying exotic materials from America and Europe.
After two years of practice, in 2018 and 2019, I won prizes in fly tying competitions (EWF and EFFA). Now, two more years onwards, I can't
deny that what started as curiosity, quickly became a hobby and even a part of my daily life. I love what I do and it gives me a lot of satisfaction.
NOTE: in our next issue Evgenii Borovin shares an article about how to make a slip-wing with duck feathers.

Hook: Ahrex FW531 #10
Thread: Semperfli Classic Waxed Thread fl. Yellow 12/0
Tail: Humpy Deer Bleached
Body: Semperfli Dry Fly POLYYARN Golden Olive
Rib: Grizzly hackle
Back: Semperfli black foam 2,5 mm
Wing: Semperflash Krystal Pearl plus Deer Hair
plus Semperfli Poly-Yarn Cream
Thorax: Semperfli SF dubbing Golden Olive
Hackle: Grizzly Hackle

Hook – Ahrex FW521 #12

Thread: Semperfli nano silk 18/0
Body: Semperfli Dirty Bug Yarn (Mottled Golden Olive
and Mottled Dark Green)
Wing: French Partridge feather (origami style)
Wing Case – Pheasant tail fibers
Legs: Chamois hair
Eyes: Burned line under UV resin Gulff Black Magic
Horns: Golden pheasant tail fibers

Hook: Ahrex FW525
Thread: Semperfli nano silk 18/0
Body: Peccary under UV resin Gulff Thinman
Hackle: Golden Badger hackle
Thorax: Peacock herl
Wing: Wallywing (mallard)
Legs: Chamois
Horns: Bronze mallard fibers

Hook: Ahrex FW502 #12
Thread: Semperfli nano silk 18/0
Tail: Red fibers
Body: Peacock herl from the eye
Thorax: Peacock herl
Wing: Duck Quills/Kingfisher/Jungle cock
Hackle: Golden Badger hackle plus Partridge feather on front

Evengii Borovin

HOOKED
GEAR TALK
In this issue of gear talk:
Ahrex PR374 90 degree bent Jig Streamer
Specs by Ahrex:
Black Nickel Finish
Available in size 4/0, 2/0, 1/0 & 1
Chemically sharpened with small barb.
Our experience:
The major benefit of this jig hook is that it allows you
to easily fish point up. Which is a great advantage if
you fish waters with rocky bottoms.
Cons:
We couldn’t find any.
Tip from André:
Modern hooks are razor sharp, but fishing rocky bottoms eventually blunts every hook. A hook sharpener
is an indispensable attribute.

GIVE AWAY
In cooperation with André Miegies and
Fauna we give away 5 JIGGING DYNAMITE
packages so you can try the Partridge predator Jig hook yourself.
Just subscribe to DRAAD magazine and include the word FAUNA.
The first 5 subscribers get a Dynamite
streamer package.

SUBSCRIBE

Hook: Ahrex PR374 90 degree bent jig streamer
Fly Dressing predator dubbing
Poseidon tungsten bead
Veniard krinkle mirror flash
Textreme longhair holographic
Sybai 3D epoxy eyes

The absolute beauty of these packages is
that you can’t get it wrong. All the materials are selected in the proper amounts to
give you the best result possible.

Heinz Zöldi

My name is Heinz Zöldi, and I am from Austria. I was born in 1978 and have been happily married for
15 years. I have two children: a 13 year old son who is also very interested in fishing and a 14 year old
daughter who likes to tie flies with me. She is already the proud owner of her very own tying vise! I
am member of the Go-Fish Experts, where I develop fly tying tools and tying materials, as well as part
of the Maier&Fazis Speed-Vise Team.
Austria (Salzburg)
Salzburg is surrounded by many beautiful lakes and streams, and fishing, especially fly fishing, is very
popular in this region. Our primary targets are brown trout, rainbow trout, and grayling, but other
fish like pike and barbel are also caught on the fly.
I started fishing together with my dad, at the age of 6. We would head out to some nearby water almost every weekend. I can still remember the first fish I caught by myself. It was a little perch, but big
enough to remember.
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THE START
I was still a little boy when I decided to make a fishing
lure by myself. I wrapped some wool around a hook; and I
have been tying flies ever since. Although I was not yet able
to fish with a fly rod, I loved to make these lures, and I tried to
get better at it. At first it was hard. I had no vise or any other tool,
and nobody to teach me. But I practiced and practiced and gradually became better.
One Christmas Eve Santa gave me a fly tying starter kit and a book
filled with patterns. Unfortunately the kit did not come with instructions about how to use the tools. I tried to get some dubbing on my
thread and finally succeeded to get some feathers on the hook, resulting in some really strange and funny looking flies.

Tail: Pheasant
Extended body woven body: two silk threads.
The core of the body is made from nylon
thread 0,50mm
Wings: CDC
Hackle: Partridge
Thorax and head: Polycelon fly foam
Tying thread: Go-Fish Maximus 30den

During the nineties my father and I went on many fishing trips to Slovenia. These fishing trips with my father, who is also an enthusiastic fly
angler, were the best. During one of these trips I learnt the basics of fly
tying. Since that day I have been infected with the fly tying virus.
After a while I started to tie big flies and streamers and over the years
they got smaller and better. Today I think it’s easier to learn all the different techniques than when I got started, because we now have Internet. You can now become a skilled fly tier in about two or three years.
One day I saw a realistic nymph in some magazine and I thought: “I
must tie a fly like that.” I started trying and after a few attempts, I made
my first realistic looking fly. Although not satisfied with the end result - I
am hardly ever satisfied with the result - I really liked making them.
' When I look at a fly I have tied 2 years ago, I always have to grin a little
bit. For me fly tying is a kind of art'.

"The Red Bull Stone Fly Nymph"
It´s made from a Red Bull can and a little bit of dubbing

We live in a time where almost everyone who is able to hold a brush or
a pencil is an artist. So I think it is fair to look at fly tying as an art.

Heinz Zöldi

FEATHERS
CDC
Luca Barosselli
In my fly tying I frequently use CDC feathers (ed: cul de canard – the feathers from around a duck’s preen gland) both to give structure to
my fly and to create some details. I really appreciate this material because it is ethereal, floating and versatile; it provides me with ample
room for imagination in designing a fly.
I select my CDC based on a set of rules, such as the length of the feather, the size and elasticity of the quill, the length and homogeneity
of the fibers. The most important thing that I observe in the feather is the presence of thick barbules on the fibers, because it is these
barbules that are responsible for trapping air, making a fly float.

QUALITY
CDC feathers from ducks reared in European countries with a
harsh climate are rich in these barbules while those from Asian
countries with mild climates tend by nature to have less dense
fibers. Furthermore, also the dye used to tint CDC feathers can
influence its floating abilities.
Feathers that are dyed in small batches, where this process is
short, are better, as it tends to be less damaging to the structure of the feather. Colour fixative can also damage and compromise feathers.

After taking into consideration these technical aspects when
choosing feathers, before buying the product I also look for
information on the company that produces it. In some cases,
unfortunately, companies contract out their activities, directly
or indirectly, in foreign countries where workers, sometimes
children, are not protected, to minimize production costs and
offer a final product at a competitive price.
A company that, in my opinion, is attentive to the points described above is SWISS CDC for which I have deep esteem and
which I support in my fly tying passion.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Peter Sikking
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BE SOCIAL
A NEW MAGAZINE CAN USE ALL THE SUPPORT IT CAN GET.
ESPECIALLY IF MADE WITHOUT ANY BUDGET OR ADVERTISING AND SHARED FOR FREE!
THANK YOU IN ADVANCE.

right...copyright......
We get a lot of questions concerning authors rights and copyright.
It is very simple: everything you find in the magazine is made under
copyright. This protects us (WAFF) as well as the people who work on
these issues. So you can not copy anything without permission from the
publisher. Please contact us if you need more information.

INFO@WEAREFLYFISHING.COM

NEXT MAGAZINE
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